Leicester Medical School Electives Programme - Fostering positive elective experience

This is your chance to particularly highlight those elective host institutions and teams which you consider have provided a fantastic elective experience and to help foster positive links with those institutions.

Your name:

Country in which you undertook your elective:

Name of the host institution/ department/ clinical supervisors/ commercial elective provider if applicable:

If you valued particular aspect of help from the Electives Team, please give specific examples below:

Which aspects of your elective have you enjoyed the most?

Please comment on factors which made your elective placement enjoyable and educational (e.g. teamwork, specific activities, culture)
Would you recommend your elective placement choice to a colleague?  

Yes / No

If the answer is no, please give a brief outline as to why (lack of interest in you as a learner, lack of opportunity for clinical learning)

If you wish to give specific feedback on a particular elective provider in more detail, please kindly email your comments to the Medical Electives Team.

Based on feedback from your peers, they would strongly welcome access to previous years’ elective reports and contacts.

We therefore plan to place all the elective reports on Blackboard to benefit your peers with elective planning. If you are happy with this, please circle yes. If you prefer to opt out, please circle no.

Yes / No

If the answer is yes, would you be willing to be contacted by your colleagues in the year below for informal advice about your elective experience?  

Yes / No

If yes, please include a personal email address for contact:

Medical Electives Council UK is a national organisation which holds annual National Conference event devoted to Electives. It normally takes place in November and contributions from recent elective experiences are welcome. If you want a chance to present at this national conference, or present to your peers to help inspire them for their electives, please include your personal email for contact by the Medical Electives Convenor.

What would enhance the electives module in Leicester? Please give specific examples:

Leicester Medical School Electives Team, Leicester Medical School, Centre for Medicine, University Road, Leicester, LE1 7RH, UK

t: +44 (0)116 252 2946
e: ns55@leicester.ac.uk
w: www.le.ac.uk